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Sufficient conditions for the uniform convergence of polynomials Pniz) of best

qth power approximation to a given function /(z) of a complex variable on a

smooth curve Y were presented in an early paper by Jackson [1]. Although his

theorem has found frequent application in approximation theory (see [2]), only

slight extensions of the result are to be found in the literature. The present paper

gives sufficient conditions for the convergence of the Pniz) to /(z) in the mean of

order p>q on Y when convergence in the mean on Y of order p is known for some

auxiliary sequence of polynomials, and so includes Jackson's theorem as the special

case p = od. Further extensions ofthat theorem are given for best approximation by

trigonometric polynomials, rational functions with prescribed and free poles, and

bounded analytic and meromorphic functions.

The method of proof uses standard best approximation arguments together with

a recent result of Walsh [3] which we state as

Theorem 1. Let Y be a Jordan curve of type B and let Piz) be an arbitrary poly-

nomial ofdegree n (>0). Then for 0<q<p^oo we have for line integral norms on Y

(1) TOL = Ln^-^\\Piz)\\q,

where L is a constant independent of n and z.

A Jordan curve r is said to be of type B if it is rectifiable, and if there exists a

fixed number 80 ( > 0) such that through each point of Y there passes a circle y of

radius S0 whose closed interior lies in the closed interior of Y.

Our basic result is

Theorem 2. Let Y be a Jordan curve of type B andfiz) a function of class L„ on Y.

If Pniz) is a sequence of polynomials of respective degrees n of best qth power ap-

proximation to fiz) on Y and pniz) is an arbitrary sequence of polynomials of re-

spective degrees n, then for 0<q<p^<x>,

(2) H/(z)-Fn(z)||p Ï Anv<-vp\\fiz)-pniz)\\p.
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In particular, a sufficient condition for the Pniz) to converge tofiz) in the mean of

order p on Y is

n1/9-1'i||/(z)-/3n(z)||p->0   asn^-ao.

Here and below constants A are independent of n and z and may change from

one inequality to another.

For p = oo we interpret the norms in (2) and below as Tchebycheff (uniform)

norms on I\

We   set   Sn(z)=f(z)-pn(z),   7tn(z)=Pn(z)-Pn(z),   whence fiz)-Pniz) = Sniz)

+7Tn(z), and set en= ||5n(z)|p, pn= lK(z)||p.

By Theorem 1 we have

(3) ft„ =i Ln^^\\nniz)\\q.

Also, by the extremal properties of the PJj), we have

hniz)\\q  Ú  Ax[\\fiz)-Pniz)\\q+ \\Sniz)\\q]
(4)

â 2/L||Sn(z)l|5 ï A2en;

the last inequality follows from the lemma (proved by Holder's inequality) that,

except for a suitable multiplicative constant depending on T, the norm is mono-

tonically increasing with respect to increasing order. The constant Ax above may

be chosen equal to 1 if q^ 1 and equal to 21'9"1 ifq<l.

From (3) and (4) we have the equivalent of (2),

\\f(z)-Pn(z)\\p Í A3ien + p.n) á A3ien + A2Ln^-^en) ^ An^-V'en.

It is worth noting that Theorem 2 holds for arbitrary sequences of polynomials

Pniz), pn(z) provided merely

\\f(z)-Pn(z)\\q  ú   \\f(z)-Pniz)l,     fot » -  1, 2, . . ..

Also Theorem 1 is valid not merely for a single Jordan curve F of type B but for a

finite number of mutually exterior such curves, so the extension of Theorem 2 to

this configuration follows.

A recent theorem [3, Theorem 11], which is more general in that it applies to

arbitrary rather than extremal sequences of polynomials, also yields sufficient

conditions for the convergence of the Pniz). For purposes of comparison we state it

as

Theorem 3. Let T andfiz) be as in Theorem 2 and suppose qniz) is a sequence of

polynomials of respective degrees « ( > 0) such that

\\fiz)-qniz)\\q Ú on,        ff>0,an->0,

where an is monotonie nonincteasing for n sufficiently large. Then a sufficient condition

for the convergence in the mean oforder p (>a) of the sequence qniz) tofiz) on V is
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nran-+0plus the existence andboundedness ofi2m~1^n<2m)

2mran + 2(m + 1)r(72m + 2<m + 2)r(T2'" ♦»+•■■

-;-'       Pal,
«ran

(5)
(2m)pran + (2m + O"'»!'» + (2m + 2)praim +1 + ■ • ■

^ ' P<U

where r=l/q—l/p. If that condition is satisfied we have

\\f(z)-qniz)l S An'<>n.

Theorem 3 states sufficient conditions for the convergence of a sequence of poly-

nomials in the mean of order //onT when degree of convergence of the sequence

is known in a lower order mean. The hypotheses of Theorem 2 imply

||/(z)-Pn(z)||, g ||/(z)-pn(z)||, S A\\fiz)-pniz)\\p = Aan,

and hence Theorem 2 is a consequence of Theorem 3 if the an satisfy the conditions

of Theorem 3. However, these conditions are not necessarily satisfied for an arbi-

trary sequence cn with nron-*0. Indeed, take p = 2, 0<q<2, r=\/q—1/2,

T : |z| = l,and

co i    r     i ~i

(6) /(z) = J>*,     W-pRTlgrfc+Ej^J-

If y?n(z) is the sum of the first n-i terms of the series in (6), then pjj) is the poly-

nomial of degree n of least squares approximation to/(z) on Y, and

°l = \\m-Pniz)\\l = 2tt 2 \ak\*.
n + l

Setting

Six) = pTTI [io^ + io^xj'

we have by the integral test

l/(«+l)2rlog2(«+l) =  P   gix)dxú  2 Kl2 ^  f gix)dx= l/n2rlog2«,
Jn+1 n+l Jn

whence Ax/nr log n^Tn^A2/nr log n, for some positive constants Ax, A2. The

series in (5) thus diverges like a harmonic series and so Theorem 3 yields no in-

formation about the mean square convergence of the polynomials Pniz) of best

qth power approximation to/(z) on I\ Theorem 2, however, does guarantee con-

vergence in this case.

If the origin lies interior to a Jordan curve Y, and both Y and its image under the

transformation w=\/z are of type B, the analogue of Theorem 1 holds [3] for an

arbitrary polynomial F(z, 1/z) in z and 1/z of degree n (>0). We therefore have by
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the method of proof of Theorem 2

Theorem 4. Let Y have the properties just described and suppose fiz) is of class

Lp on T. If Pniz, 1/z) is a sequence of polynomials of respective degrees n in z and \/z

of best qth power approximation to f(z) on Y, then for 0<q<p^co

||/(z)-Fn(z, l/2)|p Í An^-u*\\fiz)-pniz, l/z)l,

where pfz, 1/z) is an arbitrary comparison sequence of polynomials of respective

degrees n in z and 1/z.

Theorem 4 has immediate application to approximation by trigonometric

polynomials, since any polynomial /?„(z, 1/z) of degree n with z = ew is a trigono-

metric polynomial in 6 of order «. We have the

Corollary. If Fid) is a function with period 2tt and Fid) e Lp[0, 2n], then for

0<q<pr¿oo and norms on [0, 2tt]

||F(0)-fn(0)l ^ AnV-U'Wm-SnWl,

where r„(ö) is a sequence of trigonometric polynomials of respective orders n of best

qth power approximation to F(0) on [0, 27r], and sn(d) is an arbitrary sequence of

trigonometric polynomials of respective orders n.

The analogue of Theorem 2 for approximation by rational functions of degree «

is

Theorem 5. Let Y andf(z) be as in Theorem 2 and let Kbea closed point set of the

extended plane exterior to V. Call a rational function admissible if its poles lie on K,

and for «= 1,2,... let Rn(z) denote an admissible rational function of degree n of

best qth power approximation to fiz) on Y. If rn(z) is an arbitrary sequence of ad-

missible rational functions of respective degrees n, then for 0<q<p^co

||/(z)-Fn(z)||p S An^-^\\fiz)-rniz)\\p.

The proof is immediate from a generalization of Theorem 1 which is left to the

reader. Compare [4] and [5, p. 231].

Theorem 2 may be further extended to include approximation by sequences of

rational functions of types («, v) for constant v, i.e., rational functions of the form

a0zn + axzn-1+---+anaoz-^uxz- -j-y-an        vu,     n

b0z* + b1z"-í+---+bv'       4 '*fc| * °'

provided the finite poles of these rational functions have no limit point on Y. Such

is the case in

Theorem 6. Let E be the closed interior of a Jordan curve Y of type B and suppose

f(z) is meromorphic with precisely v poles in the interior of E and is otherwise finite

and continuous on E. If Rnv(z) is a sequence of rational functions of respective types

(«, v) of best qth power approximation to f(z) on Y and rnv(z) is an arbitrary sequence

of rational functions of respective types (n, v), then for 0<q<p¿co we have

(7) ll/(*)-*n,(z)||, ^ An^-v»\\fiz)-rnM\v
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The proof requires two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let fiz) and E be as in Theorem 6 and suppose /n(z) is a sequence of

functions each meromorphic interior to Y with at most v poles there and otherwise

finite and continuous on E. If

(8) lim I/(z)-/l(z)||r = 0,       0 < rú oo,
n-*co

then for n sufficiently large eachfniz) has precisely v poles in the interior of E, which

approach respectively the v poles of fiz) in the interior of E.

Let qniz) = zur> + ■ ■ ■ +an denote the polynomial of the form indicated having as

its zeros the poles of/n(z) in the interior of E. By assumption 0^p.n^v, and hence

the sequence qniz) is uniformly bounded on F by the constant max [(diam E)v, 1].

A well-known application of Lagrange's Interpolation Formula thus implies that

the qniz) form a normal family in the finite plane and each limit function of the

family is a polynomial of degree v.

Let qiz) be such a limit function and <7ni(z) a subsequence which converges

uniformly to qiz) on compact sets of the plane. We note that qiz) is monic for u¡ere

is an integer A (0?£ A^v) such that infinitely many of the qniiz) are of the form

qniiz) = zx+---+ani.

Now let Qiz) = zv + cv _ xzv '14- • • • +c0 be the polynomial of the form indicated

having as its zeros the v poles of/(z) in the interior of E. We show qiz) = Qiz).

The functions Fiz) = Qiz)qiz)fiz), FJj) = ß(z)c7ni(z)/li(z) are analytic in the

interior of F and from (8) and the uniform convergence of the <7ni(z) on Y satisfy

lim ||F(z)-F,(z)||r = 0.
i-y oo

Hence [5, §5.5, Lemma extended] the FJz) converge uniformly to Fiz) on closed

sets in the interior of E, and so the qniiz)fniiz) converge uniformly to qiz)fiz) on

each closed set in the interior of F which contains no pole of/(z). The analyticity

of the functions ^n¡(z)/n,(z) thus implies that qiz) fiz) is analytic in the interior of E.

Note, therefore, that if a is a pole of/(z) of order k, then a must be zero of qiz)

of order at least k. But since qiz) is of degree v and/(z) has precisely v poles in the

interior of F, qiz) can have no zeros other than the poles of/(z) and the order of a

pole of fiz) must equal its order as a zero of qiz). Since qiz) and Qiz) are monic,

it follows that qiz) = Qiz), and since qiz) is an arbitrary limit function of the <7n(z),

the qniz) converge uniformly to Qiz) on compact sets of the plane. Hurwitz's

Theorem then implies that for n sufficiently large the^z) have at least, and hence

precisely, v zeros in the interior of E, which approach respectively the zeros of Qiz).

Lemma 2. With fiz) and E as in Theorem 6, let lnviz) denote rational functions of

respective types in, v) of best rth power approximation to fiz) on Y. Then

lim  ||/(z)-rnv(z)||r = 0,       0 < r % oo.
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The function Q(z)f(z) is analytic in the interior of F and continuous on F, and

so [5, p. 36] there exists a sequence of polynomials pn(z) of respective degrees «

such that

[max | Q(z)fiz) -/>n(z)| ; z on Y] = bn -> 0

as « -> oo. Hence,

[max \fiz)-pniz)/Qiz)\ ; z on Y] á An/m0,

where «70 > 0 is a lower bound for g(z) on T. Since />„(z)/ö(z) is a rational function

of type («, v), we have

||/(z)-a^)l|r =S ||/(z)-F„(z)/ß(z)||r ^ AxbJmo^O.

Proceeding with the proof of Theorem 6, we note that it suffices to prove in-

equality (7) for the case where the rnv(z) are rational functions of type («, v) of

best/?th power approximation to/(z) on Y. With this assumption we set

"■n+v,2v(z) = l"nviz) — FBV(z),

and prove the analogue of inequality (1). Clearly 7rn+v2v(z) is a rational function of

type in + v, 2v), and the above lemmas imply that for « sufficiently large the finite

poles of the *r„+v,2v(^) all lie on a closed set F' interior to Y. Thus if i/n(z)=zy" + • • •

+ an (O á yn s; 2v) is the polynomial of the form indicated having as its zeros the

finite poles of 7i-n+v2v(z), we have for « large enough

0 < mi á \dn(z)\ á Mx < oo,       z on Y.

Hence,

lkn + v.2v(z)||p ¿   \\dniz)TTn + v,2viz)\\P/mx

^Lin + vy'"-^\\dniz)7rn+v,2v(z)\\q/mx

Ï M1F2«1"-1"'||7rn+v,2v(z)||5.

The remainder of the proof of Theorem 6 now follows from the argument of

Theorem 2.

It is of some interest to note that Lemmas 1 and 2, whose conclusions are similar

to those of J. L. Walsh [7], can be used to extend many theorems on polynomial

approximation to approximation by rational functions. These extensions shall be

reserved for another occasion.

Further extensions of Theorem 2 for best approximation by bounded analytic

and meromorphic functions require

Lemma 3. Let Y be a Jordan curve of type B contained in a simply connected

region D of the z-plane and suppose fn(z) is a sequence of functions analytic in D

which satisfy |/„(z)| ^ARn, z in D.

Then for arbitrary but fixed p ( > 0) and 0<q<p^co we have for norms on Y

\\fniz)\\P ú Lon^-v\\fniz)\\q + 0ip%

where L0 is a constant dependent only on p, Y, and the sequence/„(z).
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From the study of bounded analytic functions [6, §2.2] there exists for each n and

A^ a polynomial Pn,Niz) of degree N such that

\fn(z)-P«,Áz)\ = ARn/RNx,       z on Y, Rx > 1.

We choose a positive integer A so large that R/Rx = p0<p, whence

\fAz)~Pn,Uz)\ è M,       zonT.

Thus the inequalities

\\fniz)-Pn,Uz)h  = BxP«o,

||/„(z)-¿Wz)|, ^ B2pl,

\\Pn,Uz)l i Li\n)^-ílp\\Pn,Uz)l Í F^-^HP^z)!!,

imply the following:

||/n(z)||p Ï B3[\\Pn,Uz)l + Pno]

è 5a[A«1"-1/p||i,».An(z)L + p5]

ï B3[Lxn^-vpiBt||/„(z)||, + B,pl) + Pg]

uLon™-vp\\fniz)\\q + Oipn).

We have established the result needed for the proof of

Theorem 7. Let Y and D be as in Lemma 3 and suppose fiz) is of class Lp on Y.

Let a sequence Mn (^0) (n= 1, 2,...) be given which satisfies Mn^B0Rn for some

constants R > 1, Bo > 0, and for each n = 1, 2,..., letfniz) be a function analytic in D

which among all functions A(z) analytic in D with |/¡(z)| ¿Mnfor z in D, minimizes

||/(z)-/j(z)||3. Then a sufficient condition for thefniz) to converge to fiz) in the mean

of orderp, 0<q<p^oo, on Y is

"1,Q-1/p||/(z)-<?nOOL-*0   as n^ oo,

for some sequence of functions g„(z) analytic in D with |g„(z)| ¿Mnfor z in D.

Moreover, for arbitrary but fixed p (0 < p < 1)

!|/(z)-/n(z)l|p ï An^-^\\fiz)-gniz)\\p + Oipn).

To study approximation by meromorphic functions of bounded type we first

give the

Definition. A meromorphic function Fiz) is said to be of type (M, v) in a

domain D if Fiz) is of the form Fiz) = hiz)/qiz), where /¡(z) is analytic in D with

|//(z)|^M there and ^(z)=z"-|-aH_1z"-1+ • • • +a0 (O^áv).

We suppose a function /(z) is defined and continuous on a rectifiable Jordan

curve T contained in a bounded domain D. It follows that for each MtO and in-

tegral v^O there exists a meromorphic function of type (M, v) in D of best qth

power approximation to/(z) on Y. We briefly indicate this fact. Let

¿> = inf|/(z)-F(z)|8,       0<<7^oo,
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taken over all functions Fiz) of type (TV/, v) in D and let Fkiz) be a sequence of

functions of type (TV/, v) in D which satisfy

||/(z) -Fk(z)||, -> b   as k -> oo.

Write Fk(z) = hk(z)/qk(z) as in the above definition. For fixed k let «i,..., a, be the

zeros of qk(z) which lie at a distance greater than one from the closure of D and let

ßx,...,ßi i¡úv) be the remaining zeros of qkiz). Then Fkiz) has the representation

Fk{z) = Hkiz)/Qkiz),

where iffc(z)=Afc(z)/(z-a1)- -(z-a,), ßk(z) = (z-ft)- • -(z-j3() and |//fc(z)| ^M

for z in D. We have thus shown that it suffices to assume that the zeros of the afc(z)

are uniformly bounded.

With this assumption, the Afc(z) and the qfz) are uniformly bounded in D, and

hence it is possible to extract a subsequence í/z) from the Fk(z) which converges

uniformly on closed sets of a domain D' obtained from D by the omission of at

most v points. If Fo(z) denotes the limit function of the Oy(z), it is easy to see that

Foiz) is also of type (TV/, v) in D and the reasoning of [5, §12.5] implies

b = ||/(z)-F0(z)Ia.

Theorem 8. Let E, Y and fiz) be as in Theorem 6 and let D be a bounded simply

connected domain containing Y in its interior. For each «=1,2,..., let Fn(z) be a

meromorphic function of type (Mn, v) in D of best qth power approximation to f(z)

on Y, where Mn —> oo and Mn ^ BQRn for some constants R > 1, B0 > 0. Then a suffi-

cient condition for the Fn(z) to converge tofiz) in the mean of order p, 0<q<p^<x>,

on Y is

n1'«-1'i/(z)-GB(z)l,->0,       »->oo,

for some sequence Gn(z) of meromorphic functions of respective types (Mn, v) in D.

Moreover, for arbitrary but fixed p (0 < p < 1)

||/(z)-Fn(z)||p Ú ^«1"-l"'||/(z)-Gn(z)||p + 0(P").

With Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 at our disposal the proof merely requires an

analogue of Lemma 2. Let Tn(z) denote a sequence of meromorphic functions of

respective types (Mn, v) in D of best rth power approximation to/(z) on Y. We need

to show

lim ||/(z)-Fn(z)||r = 0,       0 < r g oo.
n-*ro

Let mn — [sup \pff)\ ; z in D], where the pff) are the polynomials in the proof of

Lemma 2. We have shown that for each e > 0 there exists an integer i such that

\\m-plz)IQ(z)\\r <  *■
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Now choose an integer N so large that Mn^w, for n^N. The extremal property

of the Tniz) then implies

|/(z)-rn(z)||r < •   for n^N.
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